DARSTAED
Trains de luxe

Darstaed Newsletter No. 49 September 2015
For latest news and updates please visit our news page here
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Ladies & Gentlemen,
Welcome to our DArstaed newsletter No: 49
When you read this BR(W) and BR(S) of the Corridors coaches (CCs) have arrived with
our UK distributors on time as announced last month . BR(W) is especially suitable for
accompanying BR Castles and Britannias Western Region whereas BR(S) is the perfect

company for the BR Shools, Spamcans and Britannias Southern Region.
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BR (S)
Ex SR Maunsell

3rd Brk Including
Working rear lights

Available Now

Set A
Comp

3rd Class
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BR (S)
Ex SR Maunsell

Brk Comp

Available Now

Set B

Restaurant

1st Class
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BR (W)
Ex GWR

3rd Brk Including
Working rear lights

Available Now

Set A
(Top Light Coaches )

Comp

3rd Class
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BR (W)
Ex GWR

Brk Comp

Available Now

Set B
(Top Light Coaches )

Restaurant

1st Class
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BR (W)
Ex GWR

Collet 1st

Available Now

Set C
Collet Coaches

Collet 3rd

Collet Comp
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We should be well into production of the green SR/BR CCs now, the announced liveries
for this month of SR Olive Green Maunsell , SR Malachite Bulleid and BR Green exBulleid. Now these may be a few weeks late. You may have read about the big explosion
in Tianjin, Northern China. The result is that the Gvt. agency that is in charge of licenses
to store toxic/inflamable materials is clamping down on storage facilities of factories.
The city of Xiamen in the county of Xiamen where we are located is the cleanest city in
China so environmental issues are taken seriously here. The factory that litho prints for
us is an old factory and of course storage facilities of paints, thinners, metal cleaning
agents are not located at a required distance of more than one kilometer from the
dormitories of the workers and the village in which the factory is located. So the factory
was suddenly closed awaiting negotiations with the authorities.
We visited some other printing factories but either they met the same fate or they do not
have the material that we require which needs to have a specific thickness and hardness.
Therefore this week my wife and myself will go to Taiwan where we printed most of the
coaches we sold under our Ace brand and the Pullmans. Hopefully within three weeks
we will have those sheets printed and shipped into China.
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SR Maunsell

BR Bulleid
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6W Stoves
Assembly of the stoves is now in full
swing.

Livery 1 BR Carmine and Cream
Specifications :
1. Installed Interior lighting
2. 3-D duckets
3. One set extra through corridors

Livery 2 LMS Maroon Lined
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Livery 3
LMS Maroon

Livery 4
BR (M) Maroon Lined
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Livery 5
BR Maroon Unlined

Livery 6
BR (W)
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Livery 7
BR (S)

Livery 8
Pullman
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A4’s
The A4 production is proceeding well and the
mechs perform as desired. The diecast parts are
being polished now and soon we hope to have
the first fully assembled A4s ready for viewing.
The order book is open now for the lined
liveries.

Finally the departure of the first "Deutsche
Reichsbahn Red" A4 at 2.5 Volts heralding
the start of assembly of the mechanisms

To view the clip please click here
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We are developing a new lineside item, a goods shed. This will be
Made based on the ES1 where one side wall will be substituted by a
platform and wall with a sliding door. It will also have an awning and may
be a small office with a lamp above the door. We will make two versions, the
brick one and a field stone one. We will also do a rerun of the ES2 & ES2E a little
after also both in brick and field stone so you may place orders.

Enjoy your trains,
Cheers,

Andries
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BEWARE ROGUE DEALER !

It has pleased our former stockholder and distributor Mr. Barnicoat of "A Toy Guy" to
discount some of our products that until today have not been paid for, especially
LMS/BR Corridor Coaches Sets A of which he still had a small stock left when his
company Darstaed UK ceased operations due to insolvency. Some customers may be
under the impression that the same and other products offered by our distributors will
be discounted as well. We wish to assure you that this will not be the case, all our
distributors are stand fast in their resolve to maintain the advised RRP as the prices
offered by Mr. Barnicoat are completely unrealistic from a manufacturers point of view.
Our products represent excellent value for the price offered and thus at no time will we,
as the factory, endorse any discounting of our products.
In 2016 Darstaed will celebrate its 50th birthday and the malpractice of a few former
salesmen turned rogue dealers cannot undo our achievements that started twenty years
ago by reviving the tinplate O Gauge hobby in Britain. Our Darstaed adage will
continue to be upheld : "Manufacture a better product at the best price giving the
greatest value for money".
Andries Grabowsky
Darstaed
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Authorised Distributors
joopvandelden@darstaed.eu
www.darstaed.com

DArstaed Europe Zeist, The Netherlands

Joop van Delden

Tel: +31 (0) 653252639

“We are now the proud distribution agent and factory warehouse for all Darstaed products in Europe. As well as servicing our
European dealer network we are happy to supply customers directly. This replaces the fascilities offered by Darstaed UK. For
customers outside the EU we will deduct 21% VAT.”

www.wonershtrains.co.uk
brelcol@talktalk.net

UK - London & South East
Bruce Coleman

Tel: 07792889778

“I normally have most models in stock, both current and out of production. Will split sets of coaches and wagons, depending on
stock position. All postage by secure courier.”

UK - North & Scotland
Chris Reeve

chrisreeve@sky.com
Tel: 01557 860080

"I regularly visit HRCA meetings and other events in Scotland and the borders with an extensive display of all available products”.

www.raylo.co.uk
colin@bhvccc.co.uk
Tel: 01582 873460

UK - Midlands
Colin Toten

"I am happy to bring your purchase to any toy fair or exhibition I attend for you to collect in person or alternatively by
post or courier as required".
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UK
Paul Lumdson WJVintage

www.wjvintage.co.uk
wjvintage@lumsdon.eclipse.co.uk
Tel: 07711 092497

“I have been in the Collectable Toy business since 1990 and specializing in O gauge since 2011. Check out my ever expanding
product offering either online or at one of the many UK shows I attend. Happy to ship worldwide.”

UK

The Station Masters Rooms Ltd
Kevin Finch

www.thestationmastersrooms.co.uk
kevin@thestationmastersrooms.co.uk
Tel: 01273 453341, 07963 576526

“The Station Master Rooms Ltd (TSM) is known all around the world, having customers in many different countries. At the Station
Masters Rooms we offer a huge range of vintage & modern model railway items. We provide a friendly & knowledgeable service of
all '0' Gauge Railway items.”

John Tennent
Tennents Trains

UK
Neil Bailey

Tennents Trains
Shop 1, 130 Hagley Road Halesowen
B63 1DY
Tel: 0121 550 1266
www.vintagetrainsnorwich.com
neil@vintagetrainsnorwich.com
Tel: 01508 483854
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www.blik-en-speelgoed.nl
info@blik-en-speelgoed.nl
Tel: +31570650378

Benelux
Rob Giskes

Rob is dealer too for the Lehnhardt, MERKUR and ETS. Competitive shipment rates in and outside the EC.
Shipment outside the EC without VAT. You may email Rob in English, Deutsch, Français and Nederlands.

Website under construction
edwardusa@darstaed.com
Tel: (301) 737-6226

USA

Edward & Jeanne Cognazzo

Mobile: (240)

298-3650

I am happy to bring the Darstaed Product Line to the Train Collectors in the United States.

www.theogaugeguy.com
dave@theogaugeguy.com
Tel: 0421778151

Australia
David Allen
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